
                                                                      

                                                                                                                                       Marks Obtained: 

           I.     Answer the following questions.                                                                               (2 marks) 

          Q 1. Who set Ossie free from the spider‟s web? 

  

 

 

           Q 2. Why did Ossie agree to race with Morpho? 

 

 

 

  

         II.    Write the opposites of the given words.                                                                   (2 marks) 

 

                 free x       ________________                                     slowly x  ______________ 

                 winner x  ________________                                        friend x   ______________ 

 

        III.   Fill in the missing letters.  Use the clues provided in the brackets.                       (2 marks)                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

          e __s ___ ___ y                            ( doing something with ease)                                      

          t h ___ ___ ___ ___ t                   (past tense form of „think‟)       

          f ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  ___ i c     (extraordinarily good / wonderful)                                      

          w ___ ___ ___ e r                        ( someone who won a game )                                                   

        IV.  Frame  interesting sentences using the given phrases.                                             (2 marks) 

 

        hand in hand -  

  

 

         going to - 
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            V.  Match the following.                                                                                                 (2 marks) 

 

1. organise         (a)  a game that ends with the score even  

2. dangle          (b)  make arrangements for some event to take place 

3. draw                      (c)  people who are taking part in a competition 

4. competitors                               (d)  hang or swing freely/loosely 

1. __________          2. __________          3. __________          4. ___________ 

        

        VI.  Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.                                          (3 marks) 

 

Sam and Seema loved cats. They had six of them. One day Sam cooked a big pot of 

cauliflower. It was a lot of cauliflower. There was a lot left over. Seema set a plate of 

cauliflower on the floor hoping that the cats would eat it. “There‟s no way the cats are going to 

eat that!” said Sam. “They only like fish, milk and their special treat of peanut butter on toast.” 

Five cats walked by the cauliflower and turned up their noses. The sixth cat, Jill, stopped and 

tried a piece. Then another and another. He loved it and kept on eating. When the other cats 

saw Jill eating the cauliflower, they also started eating it one by one. All it took was for Jill to 

like it and the others thought they were missing out on something. 

 

    1.  How many cats did Seema and Sam have? 

         _______________________________________________________________________________ 

  2.  What do the cats like to eat ? 

        ________________________________________________________________________________ 

       ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 3.  Fill in the blanks. 

a)  Seema set a plate of __________________________________________________________ 

   b) All it took was for Jill to like it  _________________________________________________.             

           



               VII. Complete each sentence with a collective noun from the box.                         (3.5 marks) 

 

 

            1.  Ann kept a  __________ of fruits on the table. 

2.  My sister saw an __________of ants marching up the wall. 

       3. The deer was hunted down by a  __________ of wolves. 

4.  I saw a __________ of kangaroos on my visit to Australia. 

5.  The little boy fell down the __________ of stairs. 

6.  She searched for her id card in the ____________ of books. 

7.  My mother got a _______________ of roses on her birthday. 

VIII.  Circle the correct noun.Write C if it is a countable noun and UC if it is an uncountable noun. 

 

                                                                                                                                                  (1.5 marks) 

       1.  I played in the (paper, nest, sand). ____________ 

        2. An (engine, aeroplane, train) travels very fast.____________ 

     3. We climbed  up the (tree, ball, clothes). ____________ 

      

 

 

 

       IX.  Tick the correct answer.                                                                                        (2 marks) 

 

     1. I have (much, many) friends in my neighbourhood. 

 

      2. It takes (many, a lot of) time to reach the airport. 

      3. She uses only (a little, few) oil in her cooking. 

       4. Please sprinkle ( a few , some) salt in the salad. 
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